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Suggested
Quarter

3rd

Power Standard Peer rubrics used to evaluate classmates and student product rubric will indicate the application of
critical thinking skills
 
Student products for all activities and the Culminating Assessment in with the students are members
of the prestigious National Geographic Environmental Team will reflect problem solving and solutions
to complex problems/ assignments
 
Rubrics will indicate the use of multiple technology tools and resources used to make informed
decisions, present and justify solutions

Content
Standards and
Objectives

Objective
ID

Objectives

SS.O.7.3.1 examine how competition among buyers of a product results in higher prices, and
illustrate the relationship between supply, demand and the price of that product.

SS.O.7.3.2 analyze the physical and human geographic factors that influence the economy of a
region.

SS.O.7.3.3 define basic economic terminology and apply it to economic development of world
regions.

SS.O.7.3.6 describe the impact of technology on agriculture and industry throughout the world.
SS.O.7.3.8 assess the impact of natural and human events on industry worldwide (e.g., strikes,

environmental disasters, war, terrorism).
SS.O.7.3.9 formulate an explanation as to how countries are economically interdependent.

21st Century
Skills

Learning Skills &
Technology Tools

Teaching Strategies
Culminating Activity Evidence of Success

Information and
Communication
Skills:

21C.O.5-8.1.LS1 - Student,
when presented with a
problem, identifies the
information needed, uses
text, people, online
databases and search
engines to filter relevant
information efficiently,
analyzes information for
biases, synthesizes
information gathered and
creates an effective and
efficient response to the
problem.

21C.O.5-8.1.LS3 - Student
presents thoughts, ideas,
and conceptual
understanding efficiently,
accurately and in a
compelling manner and

 Activity 1, 2, 3 and Culminating
activity

 

Activity 1, 2, 3 and Culminating
activity

 

 

Activity 1, 2, 3 and Culminating
activity

 

Scores on rubrics will indicate that
students used various sources to
locate, analyze and synthesize
information and responded
effectively and efficiently to the
problem.

 

Rubric scores indicate the student
used technology to present ideas,
thoughts and concepts in such a
way that  the oral and/ or written
presentation was enhanced

 

Student produces a quality
product without taking an unusual
amount of time to complete it,
collaborates with peers or seeks
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enhances the oral or written
presentation through the use
of technology.

21C.O.5-8.1.TT2 - Student
increases keyboarding
facility and uses mouse and
keyboard shortcut
techniques and identified
assistive technology to
improve speed and
accuracy.

instruction from teachers as to
how to cut and paste, etc…

Thinking and
Reasoning
Skills:

21C.O.5-8.2.LS1 - Student
engages in a critical thinking
process that supports
synthesis and conducts
evaluations by applying
comprehensive criteria.

21C.O.5-8.2.LS3 - Student
engages in a problem
solving process that divides
complex problems into
simple parts in order to
devise solutions.

21C.O.5-8.2.TT3 - Student
uses multiple technology
tools for gathering
information in order to solve
problems, make informed
decisions, and present and
justify the solutions.

 Activity 2, 3 and Culminating
activity

 

Activity 1, 2, 3 and Culminating
activity

 

Activity 1, 2, 3 and Culminating
activity
 

 

 

 

 

Peer rubrics used to evaluate
classmates and student product
rubric will indicate the application
of critical thinking skills

 

Student products for all activities
and the Culminating Assessment
in with the students are members
of the prestigious National
Geographic Environmental Team
will reflect problem solving and
solutions to complex problems/
assignments

 

Rubrics will indicate the use of
multiple technology tools and
resources used to make informed
decisions, present and justify
solutions

Personal and
Workplace
Skills:

21C.O.5-8.3.LS1 - Student
manages emotions and
behaviors, engages in
collaborative work
assignments requiring
compromise, and
demonstrates flexibility by
assuming different roles and
responsibilities within
various team structures.

 Activity 2, 3 and Culminating
activity

 

 

Activity 1, 2, 3 and Culminating activity

Rubrics will indicate degree of
collaboration within groups and
willingness to assume different
roles and responsibilities within
those groups.  
Will be evidenced in selection of
accurate, relevant and appropriate
sources of information



21C.O.5-8.3.TT2 - Student
conducts online research
and evaluates the accuracy,
relevance, and
appropriateness of
electronic information
sources.

Performance
Objectives
(Know/Do)

Know:
the vocabulary/terminology and definitions for: economics, inflation, supply, demand, competition,
imports, exports, economic independence, economic systems, local economies, regional economies,
global economies, economic networks, world trade, world economy, natural resources, trade patterns 
the geographical factors which have, do, and will influence economic activity
the ways in which local, regional, and global events have, do, and may impact supply, demand, and
prices
 
Do:
Integrate, analyze and evaluate appropriate technology, maps, charts, and graphs to communicate
information in the appropriate format showing local trade patterns
Use the writing process to compose functional writing that includes a variety of products which may
include a written report, poster display, power point presentation, etc., of imports, exports, and trade
patterns between countries
Integrate, analyze, and evaluate appropriate technology skills and communicate information in a
power point presentation, poster display, written report, verbal presentation, cartoon book format, etc.,
showing how human/natural and/or technological advances in communication, current trends, current
routes, and transportation effect economic activity

Big Idea Geography influences economic interdependency.

Enduring
Understandings

Geography influences the economy of a region and the various economic systems that develop there.
Supply, demand, and competition among buyers affect prices
Technology, transportation, communication and physical and human geographyinfluence supply,
demand, competition and prices locally, regionally, and globally

Essential
Questions

How does geography influence economic activity locally, nationally, regionally, and globally?
How have past and current networks of economic interdependence affected supply and demand?
How have technology, transportation, and communication affected world trade and impacted people in
various parts of the world?
How would a natural or human event, which caused an interruption to world trade impact people in
various parts of the world?

Learning Plan &
Notes to
Instructor

Learning Plan
The intent of the unit is to teach students that the region’s economies and the economic systems of the world are
evolving into one interdependent world economy. Prior knowledge of map skills and reading charts and graphs
will be assessed before instruction begins. Knowledge as to where continents, major bodies of water,
transportation systems, major metropolitan areas, etc., will also be assessed.
The culminating assessment encourages the students to research, analyze and evaluate data, make
recommendations, integrate technology, and prepare a PowerPoint presentation. The presentations must include
the information as set forth for the specific teams.
Lesson Outline:
Prior to Unit:

·         Teachers will determine specific hard copies of maps/  information, use PowerPoint presentations, and
computer lab time.

·         Teachers will determine a list of Internet sites, journals, atlases, magazines, and other information that
will be provided for student use

·         Teachers will determine ahead of time whether to provide protocols, portions of power point pages,



models for writing a research paper, etc to students; and which Thinking Maps or graphic organizers
might be best to provide students (if used)

·         Teachers will determine when to incorporate peer teaching, cooperative learning, and jigsaw strategies
as best suited for the abilities and size of the class.

Week One:
·                Introduce students to vocabulary
·                Pre-assess map skills, and student ability to  interpret charts and graphs
·                Students will work in pairs and begin Activity #1 by interviewing local business owners by phone or

in person using the seven questions listed in Academic Prompt #1.
·                Students are to answer the seven questions and discuss the cause and effect relationship with their

partner and share their information with the class.
·                Complete Prompt #1 Rubric

Week Two:
·         Students will be assigned a new partner with whom to locate information about the imports and

exports, trade patterns, and countries which trade with the United States.
·         Students are to draw conclusions and give supporting evidence as to why theses trade patterns exist.
·         Complete Prompt #2 Rubric

Week Three:
·         Students  view maps predicting the patterns for drought and discuss this and the prediction/implications

for global warming
·         Students will be provided blank maps and colored pencils or computer program to shade in where

drought and global warming/flooding will impact the U.S./world
·         Students will create a  poster, chart, spread sheet, power point, etc. (as determined by the teacher)

showing how the loss of low lying and coastal areas will affect prices and world events…population
distribution, exports/imports, supply/demand, prices…

·         Complete Prompt #3 Rubric
Week Four:

·         Students will be assigned a partner with whom to research and report specific information by means of
a PowerPoint presentation

·         Once students have completed this task, each pair presents their power point to the class. The class
determines which part of each presentation will be included in a "Special Edition" of National
Geographic.

·         Once students have determined their "Special Edition", they are to work with a different team to
discuss how the physical and human geographic factors affect supply and demand, competition, and
prices; and, in the long run, the quality of life in a "global economy." Teams are to present their
conclusions to the class.

·         Complete Culminating Holistic Rubric  **The Collaboration Rubric may be used throughout the unit.
Notes to Instructor
Context/Background: map skills,
Required Materials: text, maps, charts, internet access, pencils, pens, paper
Pre-requisite skills: keyboarding, referencing skills,
Suggestions for Differentiation:

·         Students may work collaboratively, even if assignment calls for independent work. In some situations,
it may be best to pair students

·         Students will be encouraged to develop new technology skills as they learn to phase in and phase out
visuals, sound effects, display maps and charts, etc., in their PowerPoint presentation.

·         Teachers may use a college student, high school aide, or older gifted or academically advanced
volunteer student(s) to oversee specific group/individual activities.

·         Teachers may collaborate with the Special Education teacher or provide partially-completed research,
maps, or charts. The teacher may also find it helpful to provide certain students excerpts, internet
information, etc so that students have information, data etc to help them more successfully complete
their project

NOTE: If you feel the Culminating Activity is "ambitious" you may adjust and differentiate it to accommodate
your students

Academic
Prompts

Community Economic Activity
You have a chance to earn $10,000 if you participate in a mystery contest. You could do all kinds of things with



$10,000! You sign up and wait for the first clue. “In a very busy storefront of a local restaurant, you will find a
clue hidden under…”  You find the clue. It reads, “Where are the economic activities in your community?  Why
are they located where they are? Are there any patterns? Do they follow a route? Are they clustered in certain
areas? Why are they not located somewhere else? How do these economic activities affect the lives of the people
living in your community?
Use a phone book, county census map, access your community’s Chamber of Commerce website or call their
office, interview a business person(s), use a state almanac, etc., as long as it is up-to-date. Plot your information
on a map or several transparencies or pages of a PowerPoint, etc. so that classmates can see how everything fits
together in geographical locations (i.e., along bodies of water, in a valleys, along highways, edge of desert, etc.)
and/or according to the specific economic activity (i.e., grocery stores, car lots, shipping, industry, schools, etc.)
Create a written report and a visual aid and be prepared to present it to the class.
Win $100 more: Show the cause and effect relationship. (ex., When a factory was built, what happened next,
then what followed, then…?)”
 
Imports and Exports
The next Sunday, another clue to win the $10,000 is on the front page of the Classified Ads. It states, “Find a
partner to help you locate the answers to the following questions. What were the major imports and exports for
2006 in the U.S? Map the locations of countries trading these goods with the ST1:COUNTRY-REGION>United
States. What are the reasons for the trade patterns you see?"
With your partner, create a spread sheet, written report, poster, chart, etc. to list your information. Use a map(s)
to show the locations of countries trading goods with the United States in 2006. Use a symbol on your map,
chart, spread sheet, etc. to indicate which goods were imports and exports and which were major goods.  Based
on what you have learned, tell what the reasons for the trade patterns appear to be.
 
Drought & Global Warming
Mission accomplished. The receptionist from the newspaper office called on Thursday to tell you that
you had successfully completed the first two rounds.  The last clue in today‘s Sunday Classified Ad‘s
section of the newspaper reads: We here in West Virginia love our breads, biscuits, gravy, oatmeal,
cereals, and more. Look at the maps. (Teacher provided world maps showing predictions of global
warming and drought and current world agricultural crops.) Forecasters are predicting a severe
drought in the United States. On which continent is most of the world‘s wheat grown? Predict which
exports and imports will be affected and how. How and why will prices be affected?
The ad goes on…Good luck. The winner of the competition will be announced next Sunday in the Life Styles
section of the newspaper…. 
Teacher – Print out some homework passes, fake money,  and determine a "treat

Culminating
Assessment or
Product

You are a member of the prestigious National Geographic Environmental Team. Members are ordered to
investigate current and future geographic factors (drought, volcanic eruptions, tsunamis, terrorist attacks,
famine, etc.); current trends in and routes of economic activity; and, new discoveries in technology,
transportation, and communication.
We have seen with 9/11 and the tsunami, that except for a hiccup in time, inhabitants of earth were able to
absorb both human and natural disasters and continue economic activities. However, experts feel it is “just a
matter of time…” You will be assigned to work with a group to create a PowerPoint presentation which, if the
best one, will be telecast nationwide (presented in the classroom); and eventually, worldwide (videotaped for
closed circuit TV to show to the entire school or local PBS station).
The National Geographic Environmental Team will be responsible for reporting information
(using maps, pictures, diagrams and more) to document why your team feels their information should be
included in a special edition of National Geographic . Once this information is presented, teams will debate
which information should be included in the special National Geographic spread.
        Students assigned to one of the following teams are to address only one of the assigned
        problems/situations listed below and report:

·         the cause(s) of this problem 
·         current geographical areas experiencing this problem
·         geographical areas projected to experience problems with this
·         how this projected problem is predicted to affect people, animals, plants, fish, birds, and other natural

resources.
·         Problems/Concerns are:

1.       drought
2.       famine
3.     volcanic eruptions



4.       tsunami/floods
5.       terrorist attacks
6.     other (desertification, deforestation, pollution, etc.)

The remaining students will be assigned to one of the following teams and will be assigned the task of reporting
the information noted below on only one of the following and describe what the term means, give examples,
make predictions, and answer whatever else is required for their topic:

·                Current trends in economic activity with predictions as to how economic activities might be
changed due to human or natural disaster(s) and/or

·                how  technological advances might impact economic activities
·                Current routes of economic activity with predictions as to how these routes are projected to be

altered due to human or natural disaster(s) and/or
·                how technological advances might impact current and future routes
·                Current means of communication with predictions as to how these forms of communication might

be changed due to human or natural disaster
·                and/or how technological advances in communication impact current and future economic activity
·                Current modes of transportation with predictions as to how these forms of transportation might be

changed due to human and/or natural disaster and/or the technological advances in transportation
which might impact future economic activity.

Each team will report their findings to the entire class and the class as a whole will determine what part will be
included in the “Special Edition.” The class as a whole will then collaborate to compile the power points into
one “special”. Following this, all students will be partnered with a different classmate to answer how the
physical and human geographic factors affect supply and demand, competition, and prices; and, in the long run,
the quality of life in a “global economy.” Teams will present their findings and the class will again determine the
final product (this answer) which will go at the end of the “Special Edition.”   
Collaboration Rubrics and Culminating Rubrics will be completed.

Links and Other
Resources

Related Rubric links:
Prompt 1 - Community Economic Activity
Prompt 2 - Imports and Exports
Prompt 3 - Drought
Culminating Assessment
 
Student Materials:
paper, pen/pencil, floppy disk/CD, poster board
 
Related Websites:
http://www.nationalgeographic.com
http://earth.google.com/
http://www.usgs.gov/
http://www.sasinschool.com
http://www.econedlink.org/lessons/
http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/k-12/home.cfm
http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/teachsug.htm
http://fte.org/teachers/lessons/lessons.htm
http://school.discovery.com/lessonplans/econ.html
http://www.ncee.net/resources/lessons.php
http://landandfreedom.org/econ/
http://www.socialstudieshelp.com/APGOV_Class_Page.htm          
 
Other:
For other search engines, key phrases or words that might be used:
             regional economies
             global economic systems
             interdependent world economy
             economic globalization
             economic networks
             global economic integration
             global trade networks
             international communications

http://wveis.k12.wv.us/teach21/CSO/Upload/IG245P4.doc
http://wveis.k12.wv.us/teach21/CSO/Upload/IG245P5.doc
http://wveis.k12.wv.us/teach21/CSO/Upload/IG245P2.doc
http://wveis.k12.wv.us/teach21/CSO/Upload/IG245CP.doc
http://www.nationalgeographic.com/
http://earth.google.com/
http://www.usgs.gov/
http://www.sasinschool.com/
http://www.econedlink.org/lessons/
http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/k-12/home.cfm
http://ecedweb.unomaha.edu/teachsug.htm
http://fte.org/teachers/lessons/lessons.htm
http://school.discovery.com/lessonplans/econ.html
http://www.ncee.net/resources/lessons.php
http://landandfreedom.org/econ/
http://www.socialstudieshelp.com/APGOV_Class_Page.htm


             international technological advances
             geography supply demand
             supply and demand
             global supply demand
 
Contact Author:
Ann Pauley, Athens School, Mercer County:  jlpauley@access.k12.wv.us
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